99 Ways to help you find your path
1. Using self-expression as your guide
2. Following your faith and your beliefs
3. Your deeper values as signposts
4. Your favorite reading subject
5. Look for the middle path
6. What you enjoy writing and journaling about
7. Connecting to who you are
8. Don’t be reluctant to follow your bliss
9. Identify your passion
10. The past, inner helpers and mystical mentors as guides
11. Your childhood and personal milestones reveal your touchstone
12. Identify what type of person you are and your element
13. Get in a field that is full of surprises everyday
14. Bring clarity and simplicity into your life
15. The value of ordinariness
16. Destiny and following the course of stars
17. Finding purpose through your trials
18. Success follows those who cultivate self-esteem
19. Doing what you love
20. Having a vision and getting your priorities in order
21. Channeling your inner conflicts constructively
22. Introspection can help un-mask your conflicts
23. Heightened awareness as a guide
24. Without insisting on control you can accomplish your goal
25. The way of the warrior is to choose a path with heart
26. Teaching the way is a humble affair and not self-serving
27. Even the humblest among us can make a difference
28. Advocacy takes risks and sacrifices
29. Happiness is knowing you are headed in the right direction
30. Your weakness may be your greatest strength
31. Do what you have to do to pursue your right work
32. Staying too long in a path that has lost its meaning
33. Undergoing the rigors of training
34. Start at the bottom to get to the top
35. Doing what it takes to make enough money to chase your dream
36. The money river and necessary trade skills
37. How to earn money without a job and one-person operations

38. Originality and finding your niche
39. Selling products that speak to your core
40. Living the good life
41. Choosing motives that serve your purpose
42. Instead of seeking improvement follow your appetites
43. Idyllic is nice but challenges are better
44. The big why behind success and failure
45. Fear and principles as motivators
46. The mock interview that forecasts your sales aptitude
47. The wherewithal to look at the big picture
48. The secrets to selling success and the anatomy of a great salesperson
49. It’s easier to change careers than to change who you are
50. Starting small and growing through prospecting and marketing
51. Clarity of values sends a congruent message
52. Aligning with the ever-present substance
53. Overcoming your insecurities by changing your ‘internal representations’
54. The 60’s path of anti-capitalism and non-conformity
55. There is always a price to pay, is what you’re doing is worth the price you pay?
56. Following your dreams
57. Failure to fulfill your vision like a warrior
58. Earning the highest pay commensurate with your values
59. Adventures and passions bridge the gap to success
60. The value of a life plan and of a business plan
61. Don’t sacrifice long-term goals for short-term gains
62. Pushing the envelope versus the principal of intentional action without force
63. Assume that you can do anything you set your mind to
64. Endure and do not be afraid to fail
65. If all else fails don’t worry be happy
66. Intelligence skills and making good decisions
67. A genius knows what they want to do and assumes they can do it
68. Thinking freely and deliberately to discover your purpose
69. Complacency and indecision have no place in the creative process
70. Know what you want, decide it must happen and act on the decision
71. The team concept is indispensable and working in unison
72. Emotional intelligence as the premier factor for success
73. Don’t indulge your predilections or base neurosis just ’let it go
74. Anger used as a map to show you the way
75. A blocked expression of the desire to contribute
76. Energy and experience and the passion of youth are still in demand
77. Heeding your intuition as a prime cause for making good decisions
78. Paradox and humor as powerful elixirs
79. Induced states of euphoria help us find where we are needed
80. Ordinary moments and epiphanies give shape to your path
81. Meditation as one of the best ways to discover and fulfill our purpose
82. Stay open and receptive to your good and don’t expect perfection
83. Dreams show us the future and the light

84. Art awakens the mystery behind beauty
85. Bringing imagination into your core brings creativity to any endeavor
86. When we unblock the clutter we open to the universal flow
87. Synchronicity as a sign that you are on the right path
88. Commit to a path and the universe will respond
89. Listen to the signs and make the connections
90. Music and finding your own unique rhythm and style
91. Music as a direct link between the soul and the divine
92. Stand up and act on what you believe in
93. Life shrinks or expands in proportion to ones courage
94. When you look on the bright side of life your fears dissolve
95. Working on the fringes of the system
96. Living intentionally for a commonality of purpose
97. Empowering the artisan vs. centralized industry
98. The honest work of humble hands
99. It takes a leap of faith to make a difference

